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ADDITIONAL ARTS AND SCIENCES COURSES 
WHICH FROM THEIR TITLES AND DESCRIPTIONS 
APPEAR TO EMBRACE DIVERSITY 
Spring 94
Anthropology
070.305 The World of Buddhism from Asia to America - Reed
Economics
180.351 Labor Economics - Barnow
180.652 Labor Economics - Carrington
English
060.648 The Jewish Question in 19th-Century England - Ragussis
Hispanic and Italian Studies
350.648 Colonial Texts and Postcolonial Theory II - Castro-Klaren
History
100.122 History of Africa since 1850 - Berry 
100.251 The Social Movements of the 1960s - Rossinow 
100.326 Soviet Cultural History - Brooks
100.343 Family History in Africa - Berry
100.370 Slavery, Civil War, and Reconstruction - Olsen
100.372 Tropical American Rain Forest - Christen
100.384 Culture and Revolution in 20th-Century China - Kane
100.430 The History of Colonial Brazil - Russell-Wood
100.446 Gender, Ethnicity, and Race in Colonial Mexico - Bennett
100.478 Chinese Agrarian History - Rowe
100.635 Seminar in Russian and Soviet History - Brooks 
100.678 Research in Early Modern British America - Greene 
100.708 History of Latin America - Russell-Wood 
100.710 Modern Latin America - Knight
100.724 African History - Curtin
100.792 General Seminar: Latin America - Staff
100.794 African Seminar - Staff
History of Medicine, Science, and Technology
140.388 Race, Health, and Medicine in the United States - Morman
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Humanities Center
300.352 Free Speech and Its Limitations - Kohler
300.358 Interpreting Mental Illness: History, Gender, Race - Leys
300.366 Literature of the City - Harvey, Hertz
300.646 The [African] Fetish - Weed
Institute for Policy Studies
195.477 Introduction to Urban Policy - Newman, Seidel
Language Teaching Center
370.601 Communication Strategies in the American Classroom - Shiftman
373.116 Beginning Chinese - Dew
373.118 Intermediate Chinese - Chi
373.120 Third Year Chinese - Chi
378.116 Beginning Japanese - Zon
378.118 Intermediate Japanese - Zon
379.202 Portuguese Elements - On
379.204 Intermediate Portuguese - On 
377.132 Elementary Russian - Innis, Lentulay
377.209 Applied Russian - Innis
377.210 Russian Conversation - Samilenko
Near Eastern Studies
130.140 Literature of Ancient Israel - Hillers 
130.300 History of Ancient Mesopotamia - Cooper
130.343 The Dead Sea Scrolls in English - McCarter 
130.393 Jewish Literature and Civilization - Smolar 
130.451 Elementary Modern Hebrew - Shekel 
130.453 Intermediate Modern Hebrew - Braun 
130.455 Advanced Modern Hebrew - Braun 
131.601 Seminar in Near Eastern History [Egypt] - McDowell
Political Science
190.307 Public Philosophy in Contemporary American Politics - Rourke, Crenson
190.341 Topics in American Political Thought - Hemberger
190.342 Soviet Union's Demise and New Politics of the Successor States - Salitan
190.344 Anti-Semitism - Ginsberg
190.387 African Politics through Fiction - Kriger
190.606 African Politics and Identity - Manzo
190.620 The Third World and International Relations - David
190.631 Ethnic Identity, Nations, and Nationalism - Salitan
190.642 African American Political Thought from WW II to Present - Hemberger
Interdepartmental
360.326 Lit. & Society: Visions of Change in Latin America - Castro-Klaren, Knight 
360.670 Seminar in Atlantic History, Culture, and Society - Trouillot
